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In early 2018, it seemed like things couldn’t get worse for Canadian business.
Trade. President Trump threatened to scrap NAFTA, forcing Canadian companies to
reconsider/delay capital investments related to cross-border trade. Expect restrained
business sentiment in Canada until NAFTA negotiations conclude.
Housing. The federal government adopted new mortgage rules in 2018. Homebuyers
saw purchasing power drop by ~18%. Further, politicians in Ontario introduced a 15%
foreign buyer tax in the Greater Golden Horseshoe, while politicians in BC introduced
a 20% foreign buyer tax, a 0.5%-2% annual speculation tax and an empty homes tax in
select metro areas. Housing market sales activity dropped significantly year-over-year.
Taxes. For an individual with a $600,000 income, average tax rates rose between 2.2%
and 7.6%, depending on your province of residence, over the past five years. In its
most recent budget, the federal government cracked down on small corporations.
Corporate tax rates rose in Alberta, BC, New Brunswick and Newfoundland over the
past five years, declining only in Yukon. Over the past ten years, Quebec, BC, Alberta,
Manitoba and Ontario saw the introduction of carbon taxes and cap-and-trade
schemes. Minimum wages have been rising steadily across Canada further hurting
profit margins. Clearly, business owners have been squeezed in the name of fairness.
Oil Prices. BC politicians delayed development of Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain
Pipeline expansion, taking it all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada.
The above actions/issues are largely responsible for the Canadian equity market
trading at a discount to international equity markets. But are the times a-changin’?
Perhaps. Firstly, world oil prices recently hit a three and a half year high and the
price differential between Canadian heavy crude and US light oil recently fell to ~$20
from ~$30 as oil-by-rail shipping capacity grows easing energy transportation issues.
The Supreme Court rejected BC’s challenge of the Trans Mountain pipeline, restoring
some confidence in Canada’s energy patch. Secondly, NAFTA negotiations appear to
be progressing well and the Trump administration has pivoted to antagonizing China
rather than its NAFTA partners. Lastly, support for the pro-business Conservative
party is growing. Recent polls show Andrew Sheer’s federal conservatives polling
ahead of the incumbent Liberals and that Doug Ford is likely to win the Ontario
provincial election in June. Ford has pledged to scrap the cap-and-trade scheme, scrap
the foreign homebuyer tax, freeze the minimum wage and lower taxes for
corporations and mid-to-high earners. If implemented, the changes would mark the
end of a long period of anti-business policy in Ontario and Canada as a whole.
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• In May, President Trump announced the US would
withdraw from the 2015 Iran nuclear deal. Under
the pact, Iran agreed to reduce its stockpile of
enriched uranium and uranium processing capacity.
In return, the West lifted economic sanctions
against Iran allowing it to increase oil production by
~1 million barrels/day. Trump’s announcement may
result in a decline in Iranian oil production.
• After hitting a three and a half year high in
February, the rate of global economic growth as
measured by the JP Morgan Global Manufacturing &
Services PMI slowed abruptly, falling to a 16-month
low in March, with output and new order growth
impacted by rising tariff and trade uncertainty.
Economic activity rebounded in April as Trump
shifted focus to the US-China trade relationship.

• Vermilion Energy (VET) and Whitecap Resources (WCP) are two ideas related to this theme.
• Vermilion is a well-capitalized, oil focused, mid-cap, lower than average cost energy producer with
operations in North America, Europe and Australia. Its low debt load and low operating cost means its
shares will be less sensitive to oil and gas prices over time and less volatile than peers’ over time.
Vermilion shares have barely budged over the past two years despite oil prices hitting a three and a half
year high and the Canadian energy transportation bottleneck easing somewhat. Given Vermilion’s
acquisitiveness, we think Vermilion will acquire its way to a higher valuation if need be. Their recent
acquisition of Spartan Energy may be step 1 in achieving a higher stock price.
• Whitecap, like Vermilion, is a well-capitalized, oil focused, mid-cap, lower than average cost energy
producer but with operations focused in North America. It is more of a pure-play oil company than
Vermilion and will therefore provide more leverage to oil prices. That said, it has much lower than
average debt load will help it weather any oil price weakness, should it arise, and provide it with the
opportunity to grow through acquisition if it pleases.
Key risk points: Both securities are tied to oil and natural gas prices and any major changes in the prices
of these commodities will have a profound effect on the trading price of the securities above.
“If it’s too good to be true, it probably is”
Mass marketing fraud, telemarketing, advance fee fraud, internet fraud and identification theft are all on the rise and can catch
us off guard. Click on the Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre link below to obtain more information about the types of fraud, how you
can protect yourself and ways in which you can report an incident.
http://www.antifraudcentre-centreantifraude.ca/index-eng.htm
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Any bond, debenture or preferred share ratings listed within this newsletter are those of DBRS (Dominion Bond Rating Service).
All rates mentioned within this newsletter are as of May 23, 2018, unless otherwise stated. Rates have been sourced from Bloomberg. All stock
information has been sourced from Market-Q.
This newsletter has been prepared by Steele Wealth Management and expresses the opinions of the author and not necessarily those of Raymond
James Ltd. (RJL). Statistics, factual data and other information are from sources RJL believes to be reliable but their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. This newsletter is furnished on the basis and understanding that RJL is to be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof. It is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities. RJL and its officers, directors,
employees and their families may from time to time invest in the securities discussed in this newsletter. This newsletter is intended for distribution
only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered as a dealer in securities. Any distribution or dissemination of this newsletter in any other
jurisdiction is strictly prohibited. Securities-related products and services are offered through Raymond James Ltd. Member-Canadian Investor
Protection Fund. Insurance products and services are offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., which is not a Member-Canadian
Investor Protection Fund.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value
and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable
by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds and other securities are not insured nor guaranteed, their values change
frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
As the investment products listed in this newsletter may not be appropriate for everyone, a recommendation would only be made following a
personal review of an individual’s portfolio and risk tolerance.

